
Sparkling and Champagne
16.5     65BARONE PIZZINI FRANCIACORTA "NATURAE" 2012

• Franciacorta, Lombardia, Italy
Naturae is the epitome of a Brut Zero style. An earnest expression of the wine, the style is meant
to deliver a candid sense of both the soil and grapes. A dosage zéro style delivers wide diversity
at the table. The very dry style excels with raw foods of all sorts, such as crudo, sushi and
oysters. The minerality also acts as a foil to creamy cheeses. Many dishes that are rich and fatty
offer a counterpoint to the dry, high acid profile. 70% Chardonnay 30% Pinot Nero

12     47LOIMER BRUT ROSE NV
• Langenlois, Kamptal, Austria

Loimer Brut Rosé shows the red-fruit aromas typical of Zweigelt and Pinot Noir with notes of
fresh strawberries and cherries accented by sweet herbs and flowers. A small percentage of
Chardonnay contributes to the wine’s elegant and vibrant profile while aging on the lees in the
bottle provides weight and texture.

11.5     42FINCA VALLDOSERA, MS 4.7, CHAMPAGNE METHOD, BRUT RESERVE
• Massis de Garraf, Spain NV

Outstanding boutique sparkling wine made from a blend of estate grown Xarel-lo, Macabeo,
Parellada, Chardonnay, and Subriat Parent. Expressive nose of of toasted bread, almond, green
apple, and a delicate yeastiness.

15     60JANISSON & FILS, “FDR”, FRANCOIS DE ROZAY, CHAMPAGNE NV
• Verzenay, France

Equal parts Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier, with 10% Chardonnay.  The cuvée is aged in cellars for
an average of 20 months. Clear, bright and gold color in the glass with delicate foam. Beautiful
floral, nutty, delicate toasty aromatics. A delicious balanced champagne with a round mouthfeel
and rich lingering finish.

LANSON CHAMPAGNE FLIGHT $25:

18.5     75LANSON BRUT ROSE, CHAMPAGNE NV
• Reims, France

The beautifully judged pale-orange-pink color of this delicious wine is a sign of the balance in
the glass. Fresh, juicy and showing raspberry and strawberry; tangy, lively, crisp, elegant, long
and balanced, and towards the dry end of Brut, typical of the Lanson style. 32% Chardonnay, 53%
Pinot Noir, 15% Pinot Meunier. (Official Champagne of the British Royal family)

16.5     65LANSON, BRUT CHAMPAGNE NV "BLACK LABEL"
• Reims, France

A combination of 50% Pinot Noir, 35% Chardonnay and 15% Pinot Meunier, from numerous crus
selected by the Winemaker and from almost ten different years. Lanson Black Label is further
enhanced by three years resting in the cellar, including 6 months following disgorging, at which
point it reaches perfect maturation. (Official Champagne of the British Royal family)

15     60LANSON, "WHITE LABEL" DRY SEC
• Reims, France

White Label provides a straw yellow color with lively fine bubbles. Aromas of white flowers and
summer pear are punctuated by mineral notes. The impact is soft and delicate. Flavors of white
fruit develop grow and contribute to the persistent sensation. The finish, with a soft
chalk-minerality and freshness, gives the seal of the Lanson signature.

ROSE
11.5     39MAS DE CADENET ROSE

• Sainte Victoire, Provence, France 2016
This award winning Rosé can be found in some of the very best Michelin starred restaurants
throughout France, and with good reason. It is exactly what we expect a delicious Provencal Rosé
- dry, wonderfully delicate, with a lovely salmon color and a complex fruity and floral bouquet.
A perennial favorite!

12     47DOMAINE ROLAND TISSIER, SANCERRE ROSE PINOT NOIR
• Sancerre, Loire, France 2017

Tissier’s vineyards cover 10 hectares in the heart of Sancerre. Production is small, and the family
aims to produce classically-styled, high quality Sancerres with fine minerality and balance.  Their
rosé is just this, with a delicate, pink color, succulent wild strawberry fruit and refreshing
acidity. 100% Pinot Noir.


